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Course topics: Review

1. Information growth and the economy of attention
2. Attitude formation and change
3. Advertising
4. Propaganda and education
5. Science and science journalism
6. Skeptical skills



Economics of attention: A review
• Attention is the stuff we pay when we spend time to

• Convert information in the external world into knowledge 
in our heads (listening)

• Convert knowledge in our heads into information in the 
external world (speaking)

• Information accumulates
• Example: Printed scientific information doubles about 

every 12 years
• Example: Average of 48 ads on TV every hour (up from 4 in 

1958)
• Attention does not

• Attention is a limited and nonrenewable resource
• 80 years = 29,220 days = 701,280 hours of the stuff during 

a typical lifetime
• No one has enough attention to absorb more than a 

fraction of 1% of available information.
• So how do we choose what to attend to and what to 

ignore?

Proportion of a lifetime

Sleep
Work
Eat
Bathroom
Media
Other



Criteria for selecting what to attend to and what to ignore

• Comprehension 
• “ سرد است  کانادادر  “ versus ”It is cold in Canada”

• Interest 
• “New auditing guidelines announced” versus ”Almonte family wins $56 

million lottery” 

• Importance
• “Free wifi” versus “There are no bones in ice cream”

• Truth = validity
• “There are 100 centimetres in a metre” versus “death rate linked to trees”
• “Trump tells no lies” versus “Every statement on this slide is false"



Paradox

• There is now more than enough true/valid information in the world to fill 
anyone’s lifetime of attention. So we need not pay attention to falsehoods or 
believe them

• But many people ingest and digest vast quantities of junk: falsehoods, headline 
distortions, alternative (half) truths, and other bull.

• And many are as likely to believe the falsehoods or alternative facts as to believe the truth
• Results

• Triumph of style over substance , sizzle over steak, fiction over fact, chrome over content, 
package over product, 

• “profoundly superficial” knowledge

• Why?



Why do people consume so much junk?

• Blaise Pascal’s dictum
• “The heart has its reasons which reason knows nothing of... We know the 

truth not only by the reason, but by the heart.”
• Or in different words, “There is no accounting for taste”

• Versus…
• People can’t distinguish truth from fiction, or don’t want to
• They don’t comprehend the true stuff
• They find the true stuff trivial/unimportant/useless (“Book learning”)
• They find the true stuff is boring (uninteresting)
• They find the truth threatening, embarrassing, shameful



Conclusions

• What we believe to be true is the product of a complex combination 
of objective and subjective factors

• Head and heart
• Facts and emotions

• These complex combinations are worthy of study
• They have been studied in an area of social psychology known as 

Attitude Formation and Change, persuasion, social influence
• So let’s look at some classic research and concepts of this area, then apply 

them to analyse why misinformation becomes influential and what might be 
done to attenuate its influence



Attitudes and attitude change



What is an attitude?

• A person’s “orientation” towards something (from aviation)
• A set of mental associations among perceptions, conceptions and 

emotions that influence a person’s actions
• Assumed to have three major components

• Beliefs = cognitive of thinking component (links among ideas)
• Values = emotional or feeling component (liking/disliking of ideas)
• Behaviours = preferences for actions, including expressions of opinion

• Examples
• What words come to mind when you read the following?
• Ready…
• Set…



Mary and John’s attitudes towards Donald Trump

Mary

John

Smart

Dangerous
Immature

Self-centred

Rich

Far right

Ugly

Honest
Sincere

America Great again

LIke

Dislike

Beliefs =
Mental associations

Values =
EmotionsX = Attitude

Nuts



Beyond Trump… Another example



How are these associations (Item  Belief & Value  
Attitude) formed?

• Classical conditioning: closeness in time and space
• Operant conditioning: causal, ”leads to / results in” connections
• Thought: cogitation, reasoning
• Opinions/behaviours of others

• Popular  good; unpopular  bad



Break!



Classical conditioning

• Contiguity in time and space: neutral items paired with emotional 
items “magnetize” the neutral item

• Pavlov and his dogs
• Generalization
• Example. compare

• ”A hotel room here costs $150 per night”
• to
• ”Comfort yourself in a luxurious, intimate room with modern en suite bath, in 

the beautiful, newly-renovated Hotel Romantico, minutes from world-class 
Playa Mierda del Toro, now available at an amazingly low price of $150 per 
night.”



Examples…

= Good!

= Good!



Examples, continued



Operant conditioning
• Neutral items that lead to rewarding items themselves becoming 

rewarding
• Skinner and his pigeons (+rats)

• Trial and error learning, successive approximation
• generalization, discrimination
• Partial reinforcement, chaining

• Greenspoon Effect
• Rogers versus Skinner
• Examples

• Tearing papers



Classical and instrumental conditioning 
combined

• Warning!

• Many people could find the following advertisement offensive but funny. 
• It appeared in Sports Illustrated, 1970. 
• Brace yourself!

• Viewer discretion is advised.



From Sports 
Illustrated, 
circa 1970



Thought, reasoning: Logic versus Psychologic

• Logical reasoning
• All people are mortal. Jane is a person. Ergo, Jane is mortal
• Smoke from burning coal is bad. The new power plant burns coal. Ergo the new power plant is bad.
• I don’t want debts, so if something costs more than I can afford, then I won’t buy it.
• 97% of a random sample of 10,000 people who watched Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri liked 

it. I am similar to most people. Ergo, I would probably like it
• Illogical reasoning

• 85% of high school dropouts are poor. So if you do not want to be poor, then you should get more 
education.

• Most rich people own big homes; so if I want to be rich, I should own a big home
• Most politicians lie. Trump does not like most politicians. Ergo, he does not lie.
• I like Fred. Fred likes Elinor, who likes Sam, who likes Pat. Ergo, I will like Pat.

• Common research results
• If people agree with the conclusion of an argument, they will tend to agree with the argument
• If people disagree with the conclusion of an argument, they will tend to disagree with the argument
• Few people confess to being illogical or wrong; instead they tend to dismiss the person wo accuses them



Observational (social) learning

• Observing opinions and behaviours of others (especially in different 
cultures)

• “Maryam Qeshmi is one of my favourite authors! What do you think?”
• ”I wish we had Jaci Ardern as our Prime Minister! She is terrific!”
• “We just spent our 15th summer holiday in Siberia. You gotta go!”
• “Don’t be stupid. Vote PDF!”

• Popular  good; unpopular  bad
• Likes on Facebook
• Ratings of wine, films, restaurants

• Contagion effects: Spreading the word
• Thought experiment: Two equally good restaurants A and B. One review for each: A 

is good; B is bad. Now post the two reviews. What are likely the consequences



Formation/change of attitudes via communication

communicator

message

+ medium audience
Behaviour 

changeAttitude change

• Carl Hovland’s “Yale School”
• How does each element influence attitude formation/change?
• How do different combinations of elements influence attitude 

formation/change?

• General findings
• Attitudes are easier to form than to change (babies don’t talk back)
• Amount of change depends on complex relations among all elements, above.



Examples of findings
• Message

• Logical versus emotional
• Short versus long
• Simple versus complex
• Conclusions versus no conclusions
• Verbal versus visual
• Fact versus fiction

• Communicator
• Expertise
• Credibility
• Attractiveness

communicator

message

+ medium audience
Behaviour 

change
Attitude 
change

• Medium
• Written versus verbal,  visual
• Single versus multiple channel
• Distribution area
• Convenience 
• Verbal versus visual

• Audience
• Education
• Age
• SES
• Sex
• Culture



Conclusions

• Almost all communicator, message and medium effects are dependent on 
the nature of the audience.

• Example: Credibility of Pope likely would decline of he endorsed Trump or gave 
testimonials for Depends

• Example: Politicians rarely fathom messages that include calculus
• Example: Celebs better at selling products to high school students than are retired 

academics, who are better at selling online courses 

• Attitude change alone rarely leads to behaviour change
• Most people are highly resistant to changing their attitudes or behaviours, especially 

when challenged
• But a 1% change can bring big profits and win elections!
• Also needed: attitude change reinforced by reactions of peers (peer pressure). 
• Consider converts to radical groups

• Leading to…



The first principle of attitude change:

Know your audience
• What do audience members like, dislike, have, want, fear?
• What interests them? What bores them?
• What is their level of education? 
• What are their cultural and subcultural norms?
• Who do they know?
• Notes

• “Know your audience” is also the first principle of propaganda and education
• Assisted greatly by web site that track what web pages we visit



End of Lecture 2!


